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Abstract: Current environment is typical with turbulent changes which are presented in consequences on dynamic 
surroundings. Economy of global scale is accelerating dramatically. This speeding up represent driving force for new 
international merges group of companies; spread information through internet; higher potential of competition and 
also development science and technologies across various sectors. Cooperation creates one of the form of connection 
certain group of companies. This group is more resistant to the turbulent changes driven by globalization in case of 
successful operation. One from the advantages of cooperation is synergy effect. This effect is not often presented 
externally but it origin by solving common problems or achieving common goals. Synergy highlights achieving 
greater value with cooperation. This article refers to synergy which base rises from cooperation, cooperation 
management. 
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1. BASIC FACTS ABOUT COOPERATION IN BUSINESS 
 
Cooperation is team-work group of companies in business surroundings. Base of these groups is 
statement about common vision, goals and activities which they are common ground for their mutual 
cooperation interactions. It follows that for successful cooperation is necessary consider the connection 
which demonstrates certain benefits or added value from synergy. 
 
Previous viewpoint is necessary to support with authors who are dealing with cooperation. Soviar (2013) 
states: “Cooperation (collaboration) is complex social process.” Cooperation does not appear as pure as 
we think but also it requires avoiding and reducing uncooperative individuals. (Efferson et al. 2016) For 
support of these facts Gudergana et al. (2015) indicates cooperation as trust building which raises 
cooperation behaviour. The company managers should be build trustworthiness, accountability and 
reinforce compliance with individual interactions with others companies.  
 
The benefits of cooperation is important to see in current business problems as well as contribution in 
development through various areas; activities of human cognition; researches; etc. If we transform this 
opinion into business environment we can say that company should be managed in way of which can 
resist turbulent times. Kotler and John (2010) points to disciplined approach to identify resources of 
turbulence; predicting vulnerabilities and opportunities; creating appropriate responses to guaranty of 
existing cooperation in future and achieving suitability business activities. 
 
The elements of cooperation is foundation for creating and maintaining cooperation relations. These 
components of cooperation coming from various areas of researches and they are suitable for using it in 
cooperation management. In the case which elements of cooperation are recorded between cooperation 
companies than we may this relation marks as cooperation. Cooperation should use the cooperation 
management and also look at added value of cooperation in form of synergy effect.  
 
After comprehensive theoretical analysis of cooperation is important present these main elements of 
cooperation: trust, experience, interdependence, reputation, evaluation, mission (Crowley, 1996; 
Helbing, 2010; Nowak, 2010; Wang, 2010; West, 2011; Rand, 2011; Soviar, 2013; Vodák, 2013); 
reciprocity (Ulrich, 2011); culture and behavior (Henrich, 2006; Gächter, 2010; Safarzynska, 2013; 
Larsen and Olaisen, 2013); numbers of cooperation subjects (Lozano, 2013); manifested of power, 
agression and intimidation (Corning, 2003; Jensen, 2010; Raihani, 2012; Rivas, 2013); economy 
situation (Cassar, 2007; Raposo, 2014).   
 
The success rate of cooperation depends on the rate of using previous elements of cooperation. Every 
cooperation surrounding is created by certain group of companies with interaction. The progress of 
cooperation lies in interaction between cooperation subjects for purpose of meet setting goals in certain 
cooperation system which is secure by cooperation management. Cooperation companies are affecting 
with various factors which can be external (competition, customers, suppliers, development in science 
and technologies, etc.) or internal character. (weak and strong sides of company, mission, goals, etc.). 
 
Cooperation just like competition is one of the basic tools which influences development and creates 
change in current turbulent environment. The foundation for management is proper functioning and 
establishment relations in dynamic surroundings. Management of individual activities (internal; external) 
of cooperating companies is assumption of meeting the goals and also synergy effect. (Holubčík, 2015) 
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The strategy management of group of companies support various kind of cooperation in current market. 
In the event that companies want to achieve synergy effect, I agree with using of cooperation 
management as strategy tool for managing group of companies with purpose of achieving synergy. 
 
 

2. SYNERGIA IS THE NEW PARAMETER IN BUSINESS 
 
Wide view of synergy in management and cooperation show that synergy in contemporary conditions 
cannot be underestimated. Creating and managing effective cooperative relations for the synergic effect 
is prejudicial to aspect of successful cooperation. Measuring performance in "synergistic" connections is 
the basis for the strategic management of cooperating companies and also give rise to new connections 
and suspension of the old connection. The dynamics current environment pushed directly or indirectly 
into conflict with various forms of cooperation or competitiveness. It is necessary that managers 
correctly understand and manage cooperative relations in organizations so that synergies were created. 
 
The following authors have dealt with synergy in various research topics. These findings states complex 
analysis of synergy for rightful implementation strategy management of cooperative companies for the 
purpose of formation synergy effect. 
 
According to Corning (2003) expresses the combined synergy effects that are created at home or more 
particles, elements, or parts of organisms. These are the effects that cannot be obtained any other way. 
Closely linked to definition of synergies in the field of sociology shows us that the team, the society is 
space for synergy individualities, where the common objective is the possibility to achieve with the 
goals of the individual. (Hewstone and Stroebe, 2006) In terms of medicine, synergy is process in which 
two muscles, neurons, substances or drugs works simultaneously and together to improves the function 
and increases the effect. (Krempaský et al., 1987) The authors in the field of management, in contrast to 
previous definitions where is tendency to naturalness and reciprocity, they defined synergy as value 
created by two cooperating divisions, which is greater than the value of two divisions if they worked 
separately. (Jones et al., 2000) 
 
Part of the authors combined the definitions: Synergy is change of behaviour and characteristics of the 
system due to the interaction of creating a partial subsystems. The result of these interactions (mutual 
binding interactions between subsystems) is a synergistic effect (result of the interaction), which also 
characterize contrast of the situation when considered subsystems operate without these interactions. 
(Vodáček and Vodáčková, 2009) Similar theoretical definition states authors Goold and Campbell 
(1998) who consider synergy as the effect of interaction and cooperation operation between the sub-
business units which resulted in the creation of additional value. Another parts of authors pointed out 
that: Synergy is the effect that combined return of “whole” is greater than sum of the returns from 
individual parts. (Sirower, 2007; Knoll, 2008) 
 
 

3. ORIGIN OF SYNERGY IS FROM STRATEGY COOPERATION MANAGEMENT 
 
Conclusion of these previous findings is important to point out that cooperation is essential for formation 
the synergy. The competitive advantage is determined by business surroundings; i.e.: carried forward or 
given value for the market players. This value is forming by strategy decisions which the company 
makes. It is important to draw attention to strategy management of synergies of group of companies 
which individual relations create value by which is created competitive advantages. 
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The success of these efforts means encouraging emergence of synergy effects for involved companies. 
This assumes had properly defined cooperation strategy. Strategy management of grouped companies 
should prove building synergy effects; increasing efficiency; profitability and competitiveness of 
involved companies.  
 
The current dynamic global environment creates specific situation which companies try to solve. The 
decision to act with competitors in common surroundings is based on efficiency to the business purpose.   
This create space for strategy management of synergy effects which create cooperation aspect, i.e. the 
tool for achieving competitive advantages through the joint creation of value.  
 
Synergetic effect is important for development of cooperation of individual companies in current 
environment. If we want this effect effectively direct we should set strategy thrust to successfully 
managing with the formation of cooperation.   
 
The future research will be focus on how to formulate correct conditions and relations of strategy 
management in the terms of global surroundings with achieving synergy effect through the cooperation 
approach. The strategy management means make the right decisions and maintain direction to the 
success. If we get to know conditions and relations between strategy management groups of companies 
in formation synergies, we will achieve successful competitive strategy and will be able to use the key 
competences, e.g.: key success factors; critical resources. 
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